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Appendix 25  

 

Investigation Recording 25, an investigation on Zhang Dejiang showed that Zhou 

Yongkang was the main executioner of the live organ harvesting of Falun Gong 

practitioners, which was ordered by Jiang Zemin. 

 

Subject of Investigation: Zhang Dejiang, Member of the CCP’s Politburo Standing 

Committee, Director of the National People’s Congress Standing Committee 

 

Date: June 15, 2015  

 

(Recording: MP3) (An analysis of the phone call is at the end of the transcript 

translation.) 

 

On June 15, 2015, while Zhang Dejiang was on an official visit to India, a WOIPFG 

investigator, disguised as Jiang Zemin’s secretary, conducted a phone investigation on 

him. This investigation further confirmed that the order to stipulate the use of Falun Gong 

practitioners as transplant organ supplies directly came from the former Communist Party 

leader Jiang Zemin. And this also showed that Zhou Yongkang was the main executioner 

of the evil live organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners; the CCP’s senior officials 

all knew the inside information of the live organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners, 

and Zhang Dejiang was Jiang Zemin’s sworn follower. 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

 

Zhang Dejiang: Hello? 

Investigator: Hello! May I speak with Comrade Zhang Dejiang? 

Zhang Dejiang: Who am I speaking with? 

Investigator: This is Secretary Liu from Jiang Zemin’s Office. Is that Comrade Zhang 

Dejiang? 

Zhang Dejiang: Yes. 

Investigator: Comrade Jiang Zemin wants me to deliver a message to you for him. 

Zhang Dejiang: Okay. 

Investigator: Comrade Jiang Zemin wants to know, whether Zhou Yongkang, after 

having been sentenced to prison, has confessed that it was Jiang Zemin, who authorized 

the practice of live organ harvesting against imprisoned Falun Gong practitioners for 

organ transplantation?     

Zhang Dejiang: I’m abroad…I’m in India. 

Investigator: I know. Precisely because you are in India, we think it is easier to talk to 

you about it while you are abroad. 



Zhang Dejiang: Please contact the Central Government Liaison Office. You’ll get more 

direct answers from them. 

Investigator: When they were contemplating the prison term for Zhou Yongkang, has the 

issue of live organ harvesting against Falun Gong practitioners been raised?  

Zhang Dejiang: Would you please contact the Central Government Liaison Office about 

this? May I ask your surname? 

Investigator: My surname is Liu. 

Zhang Dejiang: You should know the rules regarding this if you are from Chairman 

Jiang’s office. Please contact the Central Government Liaison Office, okay? 

Investigator: But Chairman Jiang wants to know more about this through you. 

Zhang Dejiang: Then please wait for me until I come back home, ok? Ok! Ok! Ok? 

Investigator: Ok. Chairman Jiang has another wish. 

Investigator: Hello? 

Zhang Dejiang: Let’s talk when I’m back home, shouldn’t we? 

Investigator: Well… 

Zhang Dejiang: It’s inconvenient to talk on cell phones while being abroad. 

Investigator: Yes, but even back home, the phones could be more inconvenient to use, so 

we want to talk to you while you are abroad on a visit. 

 

The above investigative phone conversation shows: 

1. As an incumbent member of the CCP Politburo Standing Committee, Zhang Dejiang 

didn’t deny the statement of “Jiang Zemin authorized the live organ harvesting against 

imprisoned Falun Gong practitioners for organ transplant”, mentioned in the question by 

“Jiang Zemin’s secretary”; neither did he show any sign of being surprised, because of 

his being unaware of the issue before hand. He merely emphasized that it was 

inconvenient for him to use a cell phone while being abroad and asked to put off the 

discussion until he returns to China. These further supported the argument that it was 

Jiang Zemin who ordered the live organ harvesting of detained Falun Gong practitioners, 

while Zhou Yongkang was the main executor of Jiang’s order. 

2. The reaction of Zhang Dejiang after hearing the question regarding the live organ 

harvesting against Falun Gong practitioners suggested that the top leaders of the Chinese 

Communist Party knew very well about this issue.  

3. When Zhang Dejiang heard that Jiang Zemin wanted to learn about certain issues 

through him, his tone immediately changed from being cold to being polite, and called 

Jiang “Chairman Jiang”. However, he was worried about cell phone calls being 

inconvenient and replied that it should wait until he returned to China. Zhang and Jiang 

are suspected of having the so-called non-organizational activities, as per the Communist 

Party’s criteria. 

 


